ABSTRACT
In each of the last ten days preceding the parliamentary elections of 2012 in the Netherlands at least one election poll was published. Throughout the same period close to 170 thousand Dutch microtext messages with references to political parties were posted on Twitter, the microblogging platform. In this study we investigate whether these tweets can serve as an addition to, or even an alternative for the traditional polls as predictors of the election outcomes. We show that counts of mentions of political party names are strongly correlated with the polls and the election results. While polls remain more accurate as a predictor of the outcome (a mean absolute error of 1.1% and a correlation of about 0.98 with the actual percentage of votes cast for all parties), the Twitter statistics show a mean absolute error of 1.9% when aggregated over a number of days, and display a high correlation with elections and polls (in both cases, r=0.95). We conclude that tweet mention counts form a good complementary basis for predicting election results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With a current average of about a half billion messages posted daily, Twitter hosts a massive amount of accessible messages, which in turn harbor vast amounts of information. Tweets are often related to personal affairs, but may also refer to popular events. One of the interesting uses of the information in tweets is to try to determine people’s opinions about certain matters. Politics is an attractive subject to try to get opinions about from tweets. In terms of events, political elections typically evoke the posting of tweets containing political views.

A conventional way of assessing average opinions about politics during election periods is polling. The standard polling method is to ask a small but representative part of the population what party or person one is planning to vote for. On Twitter people give this information without being prompted. It would be an interesting addition to (or even alternative to) polls if we could extract this information from tweets. The most challenging part of it is to gather a balanced representation from the tweets of the people participating in the elections. In essence this is impossible; while the legal voting age in the Netherlands is 18, many users on Twitter have not reached that age, but demographic information regarding individual users is not available in any trustworthy way on Twitter. The sheer magnitude of data available on Twitter may compensate for this partly unrepresentative information.

In this paper a comparison between the predictive potential of tweets and polls with respect to the outcome of the Dutch parliament elections of 12 September 2012 is presented. The number of times a political party is mentioned in a Dutch tweet is compared to the polls and the election results without normalization. This was done for all eleven parties that won at least one seat in the parliament. The next sections discuss related work, describe the data, explain the experiment, discuss the results, and draw conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
Work that has focused on predicting election outcomes through social media mining offers a mixed bag of results. Tumasjan et al [1] show that for the six biggest parties in the election of the German parliament held on 27 September 2009, the percentage of tweets in which a party is mentioned between 13 August and 19 September 2009 highly correlates with the election result of that party. Their particular selection of parties and the period over which counts were gathered is questioned in a responding paper by Jungherr et al [2]. They claim that the choices made by Tumasjan et al give overly optimistic results on badly grounded heuristics.

O’Connor et al [3] compare the sentiment ratio of tweets containing ‘obama’ with presidential job approval polls in 2009 and presidential election polls in 2008. The ratio correlates well with the first poll but does not with the latter. Marchetti-Bowick and Chambers [4] build on the work of O’Connor et al. and use distant supervision for both topic identification and sentiment analysis. The comparison of the results with Obama’s job approval poll gives better correlation than earlier work.

Tjong Kim Sang and Bos [5] compare tweet mentions and election results for the Dutch senate elections of 2011. Beyond raw counts of tweets they test and compare the predictive power of four alternative counting methods, but they do not find large improvements with these methods.

The novelty of the work described in this paper is that it is based on a relatively large number of consecutive polls on each of the ten days before the elections.

Gayo-Avello [6] pinpoints a couple of problems with predicting elections based on tweets and gives some suggestions. Apart from those addressed in this paper, he indicates that only good results are published and analyzing afterwards is not predicting.
3. DATA
The Twitter data used in the experiments is taken from a substantial archive of Dutch tweets collected within the TwiNL project (ifarm.nl/erikt/twinl). The FAQ of the related search website twiqs.nl states that an estimated 40% of all Dutch tweets are collected since December 16, 2010. The present study makes use of all tweets gathered between September 2 to September 12, 2012, for which between 2.0 and 2.4 million tweets per day have been archived.

The poll data is taken from the website Alle Politieke Peilingen (www.allepeliegingen.com) that has saved the poll results from 2000 onwards of the six most cited polling institutes in the Netherlands. These are: peil.nl, TNS NIPO, de politieke barometer, buzzpeil.nl, de Stemming and NOS Peilingwijzer. All these polls try to predict the result of the elections (if the elections were held on the day of the poll).

4. EXPERIMENT
For the eleven parties that won one or more seats in parliament we counted how often the party name was mentioned in a tweet in the ten days before the elections and on election day, 12 September 2012. This was done with a basic pattern match. First it was investigated by which names parties are mentioned in the tweets. Most parties are almost exclusively mentioned by their abbreviation and rarely by their full name. Most full names are therefore ignored. For instance, the acronym of the VVD occurs over thousand times more often than its full name, ‘Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en Democratie’. However, two parties are often mentioned by their full name: GroenLinks and ChristenUnie. Their respective abbreviations can also have other meanings: GL being a typical English shorthand for ‘good luck’ and CU for ‘see you’, but a manual inspection revealed that these abbreviations are rarely used in these meanings.

We needed to generate several specific pattern-matching expressions. Three parties have ‘van’ (‘of the’) or ‘voor’ (‘for the’) in their full name which can be expressed in many ways, e.g. ‘vd’, ‘v.d.’, ‘v/d’, ‘van de’, ‘v d’, which are all represented in the search pattern that was used. Matching is case-insensitive, so ‘SGP’, ‘sgp’, ‘Sp’ etc. are all recognised. No effort was made to find misspelled party names. The party names can be preceded by ‘@’ (Twitter account names) or ‘#’ (Twitter hashtags) and preceded or followed by punctuation.

Table 1 lists the resulting regular expressions for the parties.

The results are compared to the average for the period of 10 days before the election and on election day. A tweet is counted as a party mention, not a mention of a party name, if at least one party name is mentioned in the same tweet. Thus, a tweet with two parties is counted twice.

Table 1. The regular expressions that were used to detect the party names in the tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Regular Expression Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VVD</td>
<td>^vd$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| PVDA    | ^pvda","partij\s+s+v\(oor\s+\]\d\([e]\]\s+s+[^v(oor\s+v\(oor\s+a]\d\]\s+s+[^v(oor\s+v\(oor\s+a]\d\]\s+s仿真表达式等。所用的匹配模式和全名不同。例如，为了方便起见，VVD的缩写可以是‘vd’，‘v.d.’，‘v/d’，‘van de’，‘v d’，这些都包含在用于匹配的搜索模式中。匹配是大小写不敏感的，所以‘SGP’, ‘sgp’, ‘Sp’等都被识别。

我们需要注意生成几个特定的模式匹配表达式。三个政党在其全名中包含‘van’（‘of the’）或‘voor’（‘for the’），因此可以以多种方式表达，例如‘vd’，‘v.d.’，‘v/d’，‘van de’，‘v d’，这些都包含在用于匹配的搜索模式中。匹配是大小写不敏感的，所以‘SGP’, ‘sgp’, ‘Sp’等都被识别。

需要生成几种特定的模式匹配表达式。三个政党在其全名中包含‘van’（‘of the’）或‘voor’（‘for the’），因此可以以多种方式表达，例如‘vd’，‘v.d.’，‘v/d’，‘van de’，‘v d’，这些都包含在用于匹配的搜索模式中。匹配是大小写不敏感的，所以‘SGP’, ‘sgp’, ‘Sp’等都被识别。没有努力去识别拼写错误的政党名称。政党名称可以被‘@’（Twitter账户名称）或‘#’（Twitter Hashtags）和前缀或后缀由符号表示。

表1列出了用于检测政党名称的政党。

结果与选举前10天的平均值进行比较，对于每个政党，以及在选举日的推文数量。结果用于比较选举期间的推文数量和具体选举日。推文被计入政党提及，而不是政党名称提及，如果至少提及一个政党名称。

表1. 用来检测政党名称的模式表达式

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>党派</th>
<th>模式表达式</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VVD</td>
<td>^vd$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| PVDA | ^pvda","partij\s+s+v\(oor\s+\]\d\([e]\]\s+s+[^v(oor\s+v\(oor\s+a]\d\]\s+s+[^v(oor\s+v\(oor\s+a]\d\]\s+s仿真表达式等。所用的匹配模式和全名不同。例如，为了方便起见，VVD的缩写可以是‘vd’，‘v.d.’，‘v/d’，‘van de’，‘v d’，这些都包含在用于匹配的搜索模式中。匹配是大小写不敏感的，所以‘SGP', ‘sgp', ‘Sp’等都被识别。

我们需要注意生成几种特定的模式匹配表达式。三个政党在其全名中包含‘van’（‘of the’）或‘voor’（‘for the’），因此可以以多种方式表达，例如‘vd’，‘v.d.’，‘v/d’，‘van de’，‘v d’，这些都包含在用于匹配的搜索模式中。匹配是大小写不敏感的，所以‘SGP', ‘sgp', ‘Sp’等都被识别。

需要生成几种特定的模式匹配表达式。三个政党在其全名中包含‘van’（‘of the’）或‘voor’（‘for the’），因此可以以多种方式表达，例如‘vd’，‘v.d.’，‘v/d’，‘van de’，‘v d’，这些都包含在用于匹配的搜索模式中。匹配是大小写不敏感的，所以‘SGP', ‘sgp', ‘Sp’等都被识别。没有努力去识别拼写错误的政党名称。政党名称可以被‘@’（Twitter账户名称）或‘#’（Twitter Hashtags）和前缀或后缀由符号表示。

表1列出了用于检测政党名称的政党。

结果与选举前10天的平均值进行比较，对于每个政党，以及在选举日的推文数量。结果用于比较选举期间的推文数量和具体选举日。推文被计入政党提及，而不是政党名称提及，如果至少提及一个政党名称。
5.1 Twitter vs Polls Correlation

![Figure 1. Twitter mentions and poll results for VVD, CDA and CU](image1)

Figure 1 displays the results for VVD, the party that won the elections, CDA, a middle party, and ChristenUnie (CU), a small party. The figure exemplifies the fairly strong correlation of the percentages of Twitter mentions and poll results during the whole period.

5.2 Twitter vs Polls Outliers

![Figure 2. Twitter mentions and poll results for PVV and GL](image2)

This trend is typical for all but one party, GroenLinks (GL), as shown in Figure 2. For comparison, the GroenLinks estimates are compared against the predictions for the PVV. The figure displays an unexpected difference between the Twitter mentions and poll results for GroenLinks. This party is well known for its above-average use of and presence on social media in their campaign [7].

5.3 Twitter vs Polls Trend

![Figure 3. Twitter mentions and poll results for PVDA and SP](image3)

As an aside, the figure also shows a relatively high peak in the Twitter mentions of the PVV five days before the elections. This may be explained by the news that day that the PVV had falsely declared money from the European Union, while their campaign was outspokenly anti-Europe.

5.4 Twitter vs Polls vs Election

Table 3 shows for all parties the difference between the election results on 12 September, the mean result of all polls on the day before the elections, and the relative percentage of tweets the party was mentioned on (1) election day, (2) the day before, (3) during all ten days and (4) during five days before the elections. The fourth and second rows from below list the mean absolute error (MAE) of the column with the election results (2nd column) and with the polls of the pre-election day (3rd column). The third last and final row show the correlation and the 95% confidence interval with the election and poll results.

The MAE of the polls with the election results is smaller than the MAE of the tweet mentions with the election results in all cases, meaning that polls are a better predictor of the election results than raw counts of party names in tweets. The table also shows that tweet mentions of a time span of several days (five or ten) before the elections are closer to the election results than the tweet mentions on one specific day (election day or the day before). Tweet mentions gathered during five days before the elections are closer to the election results than all tweet mentions from ten days before the elections. Finally, the correlation coefficient and the confidence interval show the same trend as the MAE, and are very high in all cases; 0.93 or higher.
Table 3. Comparison between election results, polls and tweets from different time slots in %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Election 12 Sep</th>
<th>Polls 11 Sep</th>
<th>Tweet 12 Sep</th>
<th>Tweet 11 Sep</th>
<th>Tweet 2-11 Sep</th>
<th>Tweet 7-11 Sep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VVD</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDA</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVV</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D66</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDD</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50PLUS</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. DISCUSSION

The results of our comparative study on the 2012 Dutch parliament elections provide case-based evidence that tweets are a good basis for predicting election results. Purely on the basis of raw counts of party name mentions (with flexible pattern matching rules), without further domain knowledge, a strong correlation with the poll results can be observed (around 0.95). In a number of cases the difference between the Twitter mentions and the polls is larger than 5%, but the difference between the various polls is also almost 5% in a few cases. Although the polls more accurately predict the election outcome, the correlation between tweet-based estimates and the outcome is observed to be as high as 0.96, with a mean absolute error of only 1.9% (the polls attain 1.1%), provided that the tweet counts are aggregated over a number of days.

As Gayo-Avello rightly points out in his paper [6] our kind of approach lacks information that could improve the prediction of election outcomes or poll results based on Twitter. First, who is tweeting? If the Twitter account is from a party member or official the tweet could be filtered out as it may be used to steer social media opinions or even statistics. However, it is hard to ascertain whether a Twitter account is from a party member. Automatic profiling based on machine learning and text classification may help in this respect. Second, is the tweet polar or neutral? A Twitter user who will vote for a party is likely to compose positive tweets about that party. Automatic sentiment analysis (perhaps trained on political opinions to capture domain-specific sentiment markers) might be used to reweight counts.

Negation and hedging may be a third factor that could partially be determined automatically and improve estimates. A tweet such ‘I will not vote for partyX’ could then be left out of the count for partyX. This is a very challenging task, though. Morante and Daelemans [8] provide pointers on how this may be addressed. Fourth, can we account for factors that cause an increase in the number of tweets of a certain party? The detection of other events involving entities that also play a role in the focus event (such as the PVV scandal mentioned in the discussion of Figure 2) may be used to discount tweets about this event.

Finally, we observed that estimates based on counts aggregated over several days better approximated the election results than the counts on a specific day; five days seem to represent a reasonable aggregation window. A further study could be carried out to see whether an optimal time window can be found for events similar to the single case studied here.

We do not share Gayo-Avello’s conclusion that elections cannot be predicted with Twitter, but acknowledge that further research has to be carried out before we say Yes we can! (predict elections with Twitter).
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